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This paper presents a sensitivity analysis of two parameters applied for
the rolling thin film oven test (RTFOT) and pressure aging vessel (PAV)
aging on the viscoelastic behavior and performance grade of asphalt
binder PG 58-22. For the RTFOT, the temperature was varied from
the default temperature of 1638C to 1438C and to 1838C. For the PAV,
the binder film thickness was varied from the default 3.2 mm to 1.0 and
5.0 mm. Dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) tests were run with a temperature sweep from 468C to 828C at a frequency of 1.59 Hz on the virgin
binder, as well as on the RTFOT and RTFOT+PAV-aged samples. Bending beam rheometer (BBR) tests were carried out at −128C, −188C and
−248C on the RTFOT+PAV-aged samples. The effect of the mentioned
conditioning parameters on zG*z and d—as well as on the upper and lower
performance grade—was investigated. Results show that the effect of
RTFOT temperature on the zG*z and d is more distinct for lower DSR
temperatures. In general, the effect of a change in the RTFOT temperature on the viscoelastic parameters can be considered as small. At 468C
DSR, a change of 18C in the RTFOT temperature shifts zG*z by 2.2% and
d by 0.088. The PAV binder film thickness has an exponential effect on
zG*z and d. A reduced RTFOT temperature leads to reduced long-term
aging after PAV. Reduced short-term aging owing to reduced production
temperatures results in significantly reduced long-term aging. The effect
of RTFOT temperature and PAV binder film thickness on upper and
lower performance grade was found to be insignificant.

in the field. It is triggered mainly by slow oxidation and the effects of
ultraviolet radiation (8). Ultraviolet radiation is especially relevant
for polymer modified binders (9, 10).
Various lab methods exist that simulate aging to assess the stability
of a binder to short-term and long-term aging. Of these, the rolling
thin film oven test (RTFOT) (11–13) and the pressure aging vessel
(PAV) (14, 15) are validated, standardized, and commonly used
methods to simulate short-term and long-term aging, respectively.
Two issues are worthy of examining more closely for both aging
methods:

Asphalt binder as a product from a crude oil refinery is an organic
material and is thus susceptible to changes in chemical composition,
microstructure, and mechanical behavior over its life span (1–5).
These changes are generally referred to as aging. Aging of an asphalt
binder in road construction is divided into short-term aging during
transportation, mix production, and paving. Short-term aging is
characterized by high temperatures, a high specific surface during
mix production, and thus, evaporation of the remaining volatile
components and fast oxidation (6, 7). Long-term aging comprises
changes in the binder during the in-service life of a pavement layer

Objectives and Approach

• In recent years, warm-mix asphalt with reduced production
temperatures has achieved a significant share in asphalt mix pro
duction. One question of interest is how the change in production
temperatures affects the short-term and long-term aging of the asphalt
binder. Is a potential benefit owing to reduced short-term aging also
beneficial for long-term aging?
• In regard to PAV aging, it is known that the binder film thickness
in standard PAV (3.2 mm) is significantly higher than the binder film
on aggregates in asphalt mixes (16, 17). Although PAV never aimed
to simulate a realistic binder film thickness, understanding how the
binder film thickness in PAV affects the long-term aging of asphalt
binders is still seen as an interesting topic.

From the issues stated above, this paper aims for the following
objectives:
• Investigate the effect of the RTFOT conditioning temperature
on short-term binder aging by varying the RTFOT temperature and
testing aged samples by means of the dynamic shear rheometer
(DSR).
• Investigate the effect of PAV binder film thickness on long-term
binder aging by varying the film thickness and testing aged samples
by means of the DSR and bending beam rheometer (BBR).
• Analyze the effect of changes in the RTFOT temperature and
PAV binder film thickness on the performance grading of the asphalt
binder.
• Investigate the effect of RTFOT temperature on long-term
binder aging to determine whether lower production temperatures
have a potentially beneficial effect on long-term aging.
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TABLE 1   Binder Characteristics
Parameter

Value

Penetration at 25°C (1/10 mm)
Softening point ring and ball (°C)
PG (–)

91
46.0
58-22

samples were tested with 25 oscillations at each temperature. Most
of the test was carried out with triple repetition.

Bending Beam Rheometer
BBR tests were run on all PAV-aged samples according to ASTM
D6648-08 to measure the stiffness and relaxation capability at low
temperatures. Samples were tested at −12°C, −18°C, and −24°C.

Materials
One unmodified asphalt binder (PG 58-22, 70/100 pen) was used
for the purposes of this study. The main characteristics of the binder
are shown in Table 1.

Test Program
Rolling Thin Film Oven Test
Simulation of short-term aging of the asphalt binder was carried out
by the RTFOT according to ASTM D2872-12e1. To study the effect
of temperature on short-term aging, three temperatures were applied:
143°C, 163°C, and 183°C.

Results and Discussion
Complex Modulus and Phase Lag
at High Temperatures: DSR Tests
The complex modulus |G*| and the phase lag δ from DSR tests are
presented and discussed in this section to analyze the effect of conditioning parameters in RTFOT and PAV on the high temperature
behavior of the binder.
All DSR tests for the virgin binder and the RTFOT-aged samples
were run with triple repetition. The PAV-aged binders were tested with
triple repetition for samples RTFOT aged at 143°C and RTFOT aged
at 183°C. The PAV-aged binders from samples RTFOT aged at 163°C
were tested only once since it was found that the scattering of results is
similar regardless of the conditioning temperature in RTFOT.

Pressure Aging Vessel
Simulation of long-term aging of the asphalt binder was realized
by PAV according to ASTM D6521-13 at a temperature of 100°C.
Five binder film thicknesses were used in the study to analyze the
effect on long-term aging.
Table 2 shows the variations in the RTFOT temperature and PAV
film thickness considered in the study. The film thicknesses of 1.0,
2.0, 3.3, 4.0, and 5.0 mm correspond to 15, 30, 50, 61, and 76 g of
binder per PAV pan, respectively.

Dynamic Shear Rheometer
The rheological properties—complex modulus |G*| and phase lag δ—
of the virgin and aged binder samples at high temperatures were
obtained by DSR tests according to ASTM D7175-08 at 1.59 Hz
and a temperature sweep from 46°C to 82°C with 6°K steps. The

TABLE 2   Variation of RTFOT
Temperature and PAV Binder
Film Thickness
Binder Film
Thickness
(mm)
1.0
2.0
3.3
4.0
5.0

RTFOT Temperature
(°C)
143

163

183

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

Impact of RTFOT Conditioning Temperature
Figure 1 shows the effect of the RTFOT temperature on the complex modulus in the left diagram and on the phase lag in the right
diagram. Two DSR temperatures were chosen for the presentation
in the diagrams: 46°C and 82°C, respectively. The diagrams contain
the mean values of three repetitions and error bars indicating the
standard deviation.
In regard to the complex modulus, the diagram shows the relative
change in |G*| compared with the virgin binder. A value of 0 would
indicate that no change in |G*| was derived. At all test temperatures,
there is a linear trend between RTFOT temperature and change in
|G*|. At lower temperatures (46°C), the effect of a change in the
aging temperature was more severe than for higher temperatures
(82°C). A change of 1°C RTFOT temperature leads to a change of
2.2% in |G*| at 46°C and 1.4% at 82°C.
For the phase lag (right diagram), similar trends can be found.
The diagram shows the absolute change in phase lag between virgin
and RTFOT aged binder. A value of 0 would indicate that no change
in the phase lag occurred. Again, the effect of the RTFOT temperature is stronger for lower temperatures. At 46°C, a change of 1°C in
the RTFOT temperature leads to a change of 0.08° in the phase lag,
at 82°C this change is only 0.01°.
Taking into account the mean value and standard deviation of the
RTFOT aged sample at 163°C (standard aging conditions), a t-test
was carried out to investigate which change in the RTFOT temperature will lead to significant changes in the behavior of the respective
aged binder: at 46°C, significant changes in |G*| can be expected
when the RTFOT temperature changes by more than 33°C and in δ
when the RTFOT temperature changes by more than 12°C. At 82°C,
significant changes in |G*| may occur when the RTFOT temperature
changes by more than 10°C and in δ when the RTFOT temperature
changes by more than 11°C.
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FIGURE 1   Impact of RTFOT temperature on (a) complex modulus and (b) phase lag.

Figure 2 presents the effect of the binder film thickness in PAV pans
on the high-temperature behavior of RTFOT+PAV aged samples.
PAVs were carried out on samples from RTFOT aging at different
RTFOT temperatures. The left diagram shows relative changes
in |G*| compared with |G*| of the respective RTFOT aged sample.
The right diagram shows the absolute change in δ compared with
the respective RTFOT aged sample. A value of 0 would indicate that
no change in |G*| occurs between RTFOT and PAV aging. Since the
largest changes were found to occur at the lowest DSR temperature,
only results from the DSR tests at 46°C are shown here. Similar
trends can be seen for higher test temperatures but with the binder
film thickness having a smaller effect.
Two essential observations can be made from the data depicted
in Figure 2:

• The binder film thickness has a strong effect on the long-term
aging in PAV. As shown in the left diagram, there is an exponential
trend. This trend seems to be rational since an increase in the binder
film thickness will bring the long-term aged |G*| asymptotically
toward the short-term aged |G*|. A reasonable explanation for this
trend toward the short-term aged stage is that during a standard PAV
with a duration of 20 h, only a thin layer of the sample is actually
aged. The binder below this layer stays on the RTFOT aged level.
Increasing the binder film thickness does not increase the layer of
aged binder after PAV; it only increases the mass of binder below
this layer that is still at an RTFOT aged level after PAV aging. Thus,
increasing binder film thickness leads to a decrease in aging of the
complete sample. In the theoretical case of indefinite binder film
thickness, the binder behavior after RTFOT+PAV aging would be
equal to the behavior after RTFOT. Analog statements can be made
about the phase lag.

• No significant difference can be traced back to the RTFOT
temperature when data from the PAV-aged samples are compared
with the respective samples from RTFOT aging. The change in binder
behavior from short-term to long-term aging does not seem to be
affected by the RTFOT temperature.

While Figure 2 compares changes between RTFOT and PAV-aged
binder, Figure 3 compares changes between virgin and PAV-aged
binders. With the data in Figure 3, the effect of RTFOT temperature
and PAV binder film thickness on the complete short-term and
long-term aging process can be assessed.
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FIGURE 2   Impact of PAV film thickness on (a) complex modulus and (b) phase lag, RTFOT-aged binder versus PAV-aged binder.
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FIGURE 3   Impact of PAV film thickness on (a) complex modulus and (b) phase lag at 468C, PAV-aged binder versus virgin binder.

Similar to in Figure 2, the change in |G*| follows an exponential
trend, proving the strong effect of the binder film thickness in PAV.
Different from Figure 2, here the RTFOT temperature has a clear
effect on the change in |G*|. A higher temperature used for short-term
aging leads to a stronger increase in stiffness after PAV compared
with the virgin binder. While the effect of the binder film thickness
is not affected by the RTFOT temperature (a similar exponent of
regression function for all samples), the offset of the regression function changes with the RTFOT temperature. To provide an example
at standard PAV conditions (3.3-mm PAV binder film thickness corresponding to 50 g of binder), a change from 163°C to 183°C RTFOT
temperature results in a 22% higher |G*|. However, a reduction from
163°C to 143°C RTFOT temperature leads to a 23% lower |G*|. Again,
similar trends can be observed for the phase lag.
With these results, it can be stated that the temperature during shortterm aging has a significant effect on the behavior of the long-term
aged binder.

both performance grades, the continuous values were calculated from
the results of the DSR and BBR tests.
From the data in Figure 4, the tested binder would represent an
upper performance grade of 64°C. However, DSR testing of the
unaged binder sample resulted in an upper performance grade of
58°C. Thus, the binder is labeled PG 58-22.
For the upper performance grade (Figure 4), two ways of obtaining the continuous performance grade were chosen. In the linear
case, the |G*| /sin(δ) values were interpolated between each test
temperature in a linear way. This linear interpolation was used to
calculate the exact temperature at which 2,200 kPa was reached
[continuous upper performance grade (linear) in Figure 4].
The |G*|/sin(δ) versus temperature curve shows a power-law
trend with a high coefficient of correlation (R2 > .99 for all samples)
of the following form:
G*
(T ) = a • T b
sin (δ )

(1)

Performance Grading

Continuous Upper Performance Grade (C)

Results from the DSR and BBR testing were also analyzed relative
to changes in the Superpave® performance grading. The effect of the
RTFOT temperature on the upper performance grade and the effect
of RTFOT temperature and PAV binder film thickness on the lower
performance grade are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. For

RTFOT Temperature (C)

FIGURE 4   Impact of RTFOT temperature on upper
performance grade.

where T is the test temperature. The respective curves were fitted
with a power-law regression, and the exact temperature at which
2,200 kPa was reached was obtained from the regression [continuous
upper performance grade (power-law) in Figure 4].
The method using the linear interpolation shows the RTFOT temperature having a smaller effect on the upper performance grade with
a slope of 0.038 compared with the method using the power-law
regression with a slope of 0.073. At the standard RTFOT temperature
of 163°C, the two methods result in similar continuous upper performance grades. With the linear interpolation, to change the upper
performance grade by 1°C, the RTFOT temperature would need to
change by 27°C. For the power-law regression, a change of 14°C in
the RTFOT temperature is necessary to change the upper performance
grade by 1°C. Thus, it can be stated that the upper performance grade
is relatively insensitive to inaccuracies in the RTFOT temperature.
For the continuous lower performance grade derived from the
RTFOT+PAV aged samples that were tested in the BBR, the standard benchmark values of stiffness S ≤ 300 MPa and m-value ≥ 0.3
were used. Since the evolution of S and m-value versus the BBR test
temperature is linear, the continuous lower PGs shown in Figure 5
were derived by linear interpolation of S and m-values between the
BBR test temperatures.
The left diagram in Figure 5 presents the effect of RTFOT temperature and PAV binder film thickness on the lower performance
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FIGURE 5   Impact of RTFOT temperature on lower performance grade with regard to (a) BBR stiffness and (b) m-value.

grade with regard to the stiffness S. The effect of the binder film
thickness is consistent for all RTFOT temperatures. A change of
1 mm in the binder film thickness shifts the lower performance grade
by 0.24°C to 0.33°C, whereas a change of 10 g of binder in a PAV
pan (corresponding to a change of 0.6 mm in the binder film) leads
to a change in the lower performance grade of 0.15°C to 0.21°C.
From these data, the effect of the binder film thickness on the lower
performance grade seems to be rather insignificant.
No consistent statement can be made for the effect of the RTFOT
temperature. Results from RTFOTs at 143°C and 183°C are on the
same level and produce slightly worse lower performance grades
than RTFOTs at 163°C.
The right diagram in Figure 5 shows the effect of aging conditioning parameters on the lower performance grade with regard to the
m-value. The effect of the binder film thickness is more distinct
than for stiffness. A change of 1 mm in film thickness changes the
lower performance grade by 0.28°C to 0.56°C. When a change in
the binder mass in a PAV pan is taken into account, a change of 10 g
of binder shifts the lower performance grade by 0.18°C to 0.36°C.
The higher the RTFOT temperature is, the stronger is the effect of the
binder film thickness. Although the effect of the binder film thickness
on the lower performance grade is more pronounced for the m-value
than for the stiffness, it can still be seen as rather insignificant.
Looking at the effect of RTFOT temperatures, again, no clear
statement can be made. RTFOTs at 143°C lead to the lowest performance grades, which seems to be a rational result. But the ranking
of RTFOTs at 163°C and 183°C is not consistent since the higher
RTFOT temperature leads to a better low temperature performance
grade.

Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents a study of the effect of two essential parameters
in RTFOT and PAV on the viscoelastic behavior and performance
grade of an asphalt binder, PG 58-22 (70/100 pen). For the RTFOT,
the temperature was varied from the default temperature of 163°C
to 143°C and to 183°C. For the PAV, the binder film thickness was
varied from the default 3.2 mm to 1.0 and 5.0 mm. DSR tests with a
temperature sweep from 46°C to 82°C were carried out on the virgin
binder, as well as on the different RTFOT and RTFOT+PAV-aged
samples. The frequency was fixed at 1.59 Hz. BBR tests were
carried out at −12°C, −18°C and −24°C on the RTFOT+PAV-aged
samples. The effect of the mentioned conditioning parameters on

|G*| and δ—as well as on the upper and lower performance grades—
was investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
results:
• In general, the effect of a change in the RTFOT temperature
on the complex modulus and phase angle is higher for lower test
temperatures. A change of 1°C in the RTFOT temperature leads to
an increase of 2.2% |G*| or 0.08° phase lag at 46°C. At 82°C, this
change is only 1.4% |G*| and 0.01° phase lag, respectively.
• On the basis of a t-test, it can be stated that significant changes
in |G*| will occur when the RTFOT temperature changes by more
than 33°C at a DSR temperature of 46°C and by more than 10°C
at 82°C. For the phase lag, the necessary changes in RTFOT temperatures are 12°C at a DSR temperature of 46°C and 11°C at 82°C.
Thus, the effect of the RTFOT temperature on the viscoelastic behavior
appears to be small.
• The PAV binder film thickness has an exponential effect on
|G*| and the phase lag.
• An effect of the RTFOT temperature can also be detected after
PAV long-term aging. A change in the RTFOT temperature from
163°C to 183°C brings a 22% increase in |G*|, and a reduction from
163°C to 143°C brings a 23% decrease in |G*|. Similar trends can
be observed for the phase lag. According to these data, it can be
concluded that a change in the production temperature of asphalt
mixes does not have an effect on short-term aging only. Reduced
short-term aging because of reduced production temperatures results
in significantly reduced long-term aging.
• The effect of RTFOT temperature on upper performance grade
is rather insignificant. The upper performance grade changes by 1°C
when the RTFOT temperature is changed by 27°C. Analog statements
can be made about the effect of PAV binder film thickness on the
lower performance grade. A change of 10 g of binder per PAV pan
shifts the lower performance grade by up to 0.36°C in the worst case.
Thus, RTFOT and PAV seem to be rather robust to changes in the
two investigated parameters.
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